
IMMI – First Steps into the World of Noise 
Mapping



The aim of this tutorial is to provide you with an introduction to the 
practical applications of IMMI through examples.



Start IMMI, choose Create new project. 



Confirm with OK.



In the dialog box Set project properties … leave the default setting Noise (Outdoor 
propagation) and choose Lden as the rating method.



Confirm with OK.



First, it is important to save the project. Please click the respective icon.



Select the path, create a project name and press Save.



We will use the OSM import to create the background image and the houses in our area of
interest. Please click the icon for the OSM import.



Acknowledge the copyright with Yes.



This will open a full screen view of OpenStreetMap.



Enter the desired location of the project – in our example Höchberg –
and press Search.



Use the mouse to navigate to the industrial area southwest of Höchberg 
and zoom in to obtain a reasonable work area.



Activate Import background bitmap and confirm with OK.



Activate the feature buildings and define a replacement value for the
building height of 10 m.



Click Search map features in file in order to scan the downloaded
OSM-file for buildings.



A summary of the detected elements is displayed. Press Import and
confirm with OK.



Confirm the dialog box with Yes in order to adjust the work area to the
import area.



Now the model set up is complete except for the noise sources. In this
case we will model a first noise source.



Use the mouse to navigate to the desired area.



Choose ISO 9613-2 from the list of element libraries.



Choose the draw element tool and the point source according to
ISO 9613-2.



Place the mouse at the respective positions (at the top of the Wölfel building). After clicking the
position with the left mouse button, the dialog box opens automatically. 



Under description type in the element name, set the value for the height z rel/m to 10.5m and
set the Level input to 98 dB(A) for day, evening and night. Close the dialog box with OK.



The next step is to digitize a receiver point at the front side of the
building.



Switch to Edit element and mark the building in front of the Wölfel building by using the left
mouse button, clicking at the edge of the area element.



Use the right mouse button to open the pop-up menu. Choose Macros
…/ Generate receiver points to open the input dialog box. 



Go to Limiting value and choose mixed area and type in 2m for
ground floor z0/m. 



Deactivate All sections to choose just the part of the building next to the noise source – in our 
example the section between node 5 and 6. Click on row 5 to choose this section and confirm 

with OK.



IMMI generates a receiver point centrally located at a distance of 
0.5m from the wall. Close the dialog box with Ok.



A message appears which shows a list with one receiver point with a 
height of 2m. Click on Close to return to the map. 



You can see the receiver point on the map.



In the following slides you will learn how to perform a single point calculation. Click on the 
respective icon to open the dialog box for the calculation.



To start the calculation, click on Calculate.



You can see the results in the express-list, in the columns day, evening
and night. 



The result for night - marked in red - shows that the corresponding limit 
value was exceeded during this time period.



Click on the Results tab to see all generated result lists (marked in 
black). 



Under Short list, select Noise level and click on Show. Make sure that
Always open `Options´ dialog is deactivated. 



Now you can see the results. For all time periods you can see the 
calculated noise level and the corresponding limit value. 



Close the list by using the Close icon.



Under Mid-size list, select Noise level and click on Show.



Here you can additionaly see the impact of the source. Close the list by
using the Close icon.



The calculated receiver point is shown on the map with the 
corresponding colour scale. 



Congratulations! 
You have now successfully completed your first self-created project. 



The next example deals with road traffic noise und should improve your
skills and experience working with IMMI.



Start IMMI, choose Create new project and confirm with OK.



In the dialog box for the Set project properties … leave the default setting Noise (Outdoor 
propagation) and choose Lden as the rating method. Close the dialog box by clicking on OK.



First, it is important to save the project. Please click on the respective
icon.



Select the path, create a project name and press Save.



We will use the web import to create the background image and the
houses in our area of interest. Please click the icon for the web import.



Acknowledge the copyright with Yes.



This will open a full screen view with the map.
Enter the desired location of the project – in our example Eisingen /Bayern – and press 

Search.



Zoom in to Haupstraße / Oberer Stadtweg. Use the OpenTopoMap. 
Activate Import background bitmap and confirm with OK.



The map has been imported and now you can start working with a 
georeferenced project.



Choose CNOSSOS-EU from the list of element libraries.



Choose the Draw element tool and the road traffic noise source
according CNOSSOS-EU.



Digitize the road along the Hauptstraße (yellow line). With a right-click you can complete your 
design and the input dialog box opens automatically. 



Enter a name – Main street 50 km/h und choose Road traffic as an input field. Click on the
yellow button for opening the input dialog box for entering traffic data. 



From the road surface dropdown menu, choose Reference road surface CNOSSOS-EU. Enter some vehicle data for each
time period. Due to the speed limit of 50 km/h, type 50 in the first field and then click on the button to the left of it to

apply the value to all time periods and vechicle categories. Confirm with OK. 



Use Cross profile d(SQ), enter 2m. 



The road element is shown as a red line on the map. Optionally you can change this. Click on 
the button in the line Presentation to open the Token attributes dialog box. 



Choose the first entry in the list – Default for element STCN – and click
on Edit …. 



Under Special attributes choose the option Road and confirm the choice with OK. Close all 
dialog boxes and return to the map.



Design one more road element, the “Oberer Stadtweg“.



Under description enter a name – Oberer Stadtweg – and choose Road traffic as Input. Click 
on the yellow folder button to open the dialog box for entering the vehicle values. Type in the

values as shown in the picture. 



Use Cross profile d(SQ), enter 2m. Close the dialog box with OK. 



Zoom in the crossroad area using the mouse. In the next step we will 
digitize a house element.



Be sure that you use the draw element function and use the house
element from the element library Standard for digitizing a new element. 
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Start with your first click in the lower left-hand corner (red cross) and make your last click – with 
right mouse button - on the lower right-hand corner (blue cross). Area elements in IMMI will be 

closed automatically, therefore it is not necessary to click on the first node. 



The dialog box opens automatically. Enter a name – Ring street 1 –, and a constant relative 
height of 8m. Activate the reflection function and choose Wall type from the list and then 

choose smooth wall using 1dB absorption loss. 



Click on Geometry Input to check the number of nodes.



Each rectangular area element has 5 nodes. The geometry from the first 
and the fifth node is the same. Close the dialog box with OK. 



Optionally you can digitize some more buildings.



Under Construct and edit switch to Edit and mark one of the house elements with the left 
mouse button. Always click on the edge of the area element to select it. 



Use the right mouse button to get the context menu. Choose Macros … 
/ Generate receiver points. The input dialog box opens automatically. 



Under Limiting values choose Core/Village/mixed, the number of floors should be 3, the 
Ground-floor z0/m is 3m and the Floor height dz/m is 2.5m.



The receiver points will be generated at a distance of 0.5m in front of 
the building. Close the dialog box with OK.



A message will appear showing a list with the receiver points. You can 
close this list with Close. 



You can see the generated receiver points on the map.



Get a 3D view to check your project: Start the viewer by clicking on 
the corresponding icon.



Explore the functionalities of the 3D viewer. Close the viewer by using 
the cross in the upper right hand corner. 



In the next step we will start a receiver point calculation. Open the 
dialog box for the calculation by using the corresponding icon. 



Click on Calculate to start the calculation process.



The results for all time periods are shown in the Express-list. The results 
in red indicate that the limit value has been exceeded. 



Click on the tab Results, from the mid-size list choose Noise level and 
click on Show to open the list.



The mid-size list is displayed. For each receiver point you can see the 
noise impact of each source and the total result. 



You can close the list by using the corresponding icon. Also close the 
calculation dialog box and go back to the map content.



In the next step you will learn more about the concept using 
variants/scenarios in IMMI.



The concept of calculation variants enables different variants to be processed within one project. This 
actually means that when calculating a variant, certain elements for the calculation are activated or are 

excluded from the calculation. 

Follow a process involving two steps: 
1.The first step involves attributing elements, which are active in one variant and inactive in another, to a 

special element group (see above). 
2.The second step involves defining calculation variants and specifying in which group the relevant variant 

should be active and in which it should be inactive.



In our example you will create two variants.
1. The variant Present situation for the current situation, and to have a reference value. 

2. The variant Traffic calming to see the results of a reduction of the speed on the Main street. 

To do that, digitize one more element of the Main street in the map.



In the Map tool box switch to map view and check if the Edit element 
modus is activated.



Mark the Main street element by clicking on it and use the right mouse button to choose Copy 
element. The input dialog box of the copied element will open. The name of copied element is 

marked with an *.



Change the element name to 30 km/h and also the speed limit for all 
vehicle categories. Close the input dialog box.



For a better display of the map to see the different elements, change the color of the road 
element. Click on the corresponding icon near Presentation. Click Add …, to add a new entry 

for display attributes.



Click in the field Line on the color button – black – to open the color
scheme. Choose a color you like and confirm your entry with Ok. 



Change the line thickness to 0.5.



Enter a name for the colour attribute und close the dialog box with Ok.



Under Presentation the new colour attribute is selected. Close the 
dialog box with Ok.



Back to the map you can see both road elements.



The definition of variants starts in the menu <Project I Element groups + 
Variants > or with the corresponding icon.



The input dialog box appears. Click Add on the left side under 
Variants. 



Two new variants are generated. Choose the first entry and click on 
Edit to change the name of the variant.



Enter the name Present situation and close the dialog box with Ok.



Change the name of the second variant in the same way and enter the 
name Traffic calming. Close the dialog box with Ok.



Both variants and variant 0 are now available. Time to define the 
element groups.



Click on entry Group 1 and choose Edit.



Enter a name – Main street 50km/h – and close the dialog box with 
Ok.



Go to the second entry and click Edit. Enter a name – Main street 
30km/h – and close the dialog box with Ok.



Now you can see all variants and element groups on the tab. Activate 
the element groups as shown in the picture. 



In the next step, the road elements must still be assigned to the new 
generated groups. Close the dialog box with Close.



Back to the map, mark one of the road elements. Choose the first entry 
– Main street 30km/h and click on Edit element.



The input dialog box is opened. Under Group, switch to Main street 
30km/h and confirm with Ok.



Do the same with the other road element. Mark it on the map and change the 
element group to Main street 50km/h and confirm with Ok.



Within the Map tool box you can now switch between the different 
variants using the arrow icons. 



Now it is time to calculate the receiver points. Open the calculation 
dialog box by clicking on the corresponding icon. 



Choose variant Traffic calming and start the calculation with 
Calculate.



After calculating you can see the results in a list. 



The next step is to do a grid calculation. Click on the corresponding 
icon.



Before starting the calculation you have to define the calculation area.



Click on the corresponding icon.



Click Edit ….



Enter a name and the step size – 2m in  x and y – and also a calculation height of 2m. 
Choose Rectangle as the Range and click on Use map clipping. Close the dialog box with 

Ok. 



Start the calculation by clicking Calculate.



The grid is calculated. Close the dialog box to see the results.



Well done! 



Stay tuned!

You will find more examples – e.g. for industrial noise – in the IMMI 
online help!

Watch the web tutorials on our website: 
https://www.immi.eu/en/support/web‐tutorial.html


